Last week was a slow week with only one closed trade. That trade was slightly positive.

Please see more information
Closed trades
About the signals

- The signals are created by proprietary models that are based on stocks tendencies to overreact in the short term.
- The stocks used in the model are the most liquid stocks in Nataq and NYSE.
- The trades are generally short and do not use any stop orders since it will reduce performance.
- The signals are sent out to subscribers by email in the morning before each trading day and are also published on the website (available for subscribers).
- The Swing Trading service has a long history with Live results from 2013 for mainly Swedish customers (both Swedish and American stocks).
- For subscription and more information click here
Questions and comments:
trading@samuelssonsrapport.se

All trading is associated with a risk. This information does not contain recommendations and should be regarded as inspiration only.